ADANAC
VALVE SPECIALITIES LIMITED
VALVES MANUFACTURED TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

Adanac’s Head Office in Woolpit, Suffolk

ADANAC

Adanac was established in 1986 to provide a comprehensive and reliable source
of non-standard and specialist valve types on short lead-times. The further
introduction of standard valve products means Adanac are well placed to provide
a single source solution for your process valve requirements.
A progressive, privately owned company with a staff consisting of highly skilled
engineers, technicians, design and drafting engineers, quality, sales and
administration specialists. Collectively they represent over 230 years experience in
the valve industry.
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Head Office is a purpose built factory in Woolpit, Suffolk providing over 14000 ft
of Production, Administration, and Storage facilities it is ideally positioned close to
major transport routes, Stansted International Airport, one of Europe's Largest
Container Ports at Felixstowe, and the International Shipping Port at Harwich.
Head Office also contains the ATaCS facility. Adanac Testing and Cryogenic
Services encompasses design, manufacture and testing services focusing on
cryogenic and other critical service products.
Adanac operate an ISO 9001 Quality Management System accredited by BSI.
Adanac also hold certification to PED 97/23/EC allowing product to be CE marked
for the Pressure Equipment Regulations.

FM 34719

PED 97/23/EC
CE 56828
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STANDARD
PRODUCT

Forged Gate, Globe & Check Valves
Styles:

Gate, Globe, Check (Swing, Piston, Ball and Dual Plate type)

Sizes:

½” to 2”

Class Rating:

150, 300, 600, 800, 900, 1500, 2500

Body Material:

A105, F316(L), F304(L), F321, F5, F9, F11, F12, F22, LF2, Alloy, Monel

Trim Material:

Stellited, F316(L), F304(L), Monel, Ali Bronze, Duplex, 13% Chrome

End Connections: Flanged RF, Flanged RTJ, Butt Weld, Socket Weld, BSPT, BSPP, NPT
Bonnet:

Bolted Bonnet, Welded Bonnet, Bolted Cover, Pressure Seal Bonnet

Cast Gate, Globe & Check Valves
Styles:

Gate, Globe, Check (Swing, Lift and Dual Plate type)

Sizes:

2” to 24”

Class Rating:

150, 300, 600, 800, 900, 1500, 2500

Body Material:

WCB, LCB/LCC, C5, C12, WC6, CF8M, CF8, CF8C

Trim Material:

Stellited, F316(L), F304(L), Monel, Ali Bronze, Duplex, 13% Chrome

End Connections: Flanged RF, Flanged RTJ, Butt Weld
Bonnet:

Bolted Bonnet, Welded Bonnet, Bolted Cover, Pressure Seal Bonnet

Floating Ball Valve
Styles:

1 Piece, 2 Piece, 3 Piece, Top Entry

Bore:

Full Bore, Reduced Bore

Sizes:

½” to 12”

Class Rating:

150, 300, 600, 800, 900, 1500, 2500

Body Material:

A105, WCB/WCC, LF2, LCB/LCC, CF8M, F316, F304

Trim Material:

F316, F51, Monel

Seat Material:

Metal Seated, Peek, R-PTFE, PTFE, PCTFE ETC

End Connections: Flanged RF, Flanged RTJ, Butt Weld, Socket Weld, BSPT, BSPP, NPT
Trunnion Mounted Ball Valve
Styles:

2 Piece, 3 Piece

Bore:

Full Bore, Reduced Bore

Sizes:

2” to 12”

Class Rating:

150, 300, 600, 800, 900, 1500, 2500

Body Material:

LF2, LCB/LCC, CF8M

Trim Material:

F316, F51, Monel

Seat Material:

Metal Seated, Peek, R-PTFE, PTFE, PCTFE ETC

End Connections: Flanged RF, Flanged RTJ, Butt Weld
Butterfly Valves
Styles:

High Performance Double Offset, Triple Offset, Lined

Size Range:

2” to 24”

Class Ratings:

150, 300, 600

End Connections: Wafer Style, Wafer Lugged, Double Flanged
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Body Material:

LF2, WCB, CF8M

Seat Material:

Metal, PEEK, R-PTFE, PTFE, PCTFE, ETC

Adanac has become a major supplier in the cryogenic valve market. Developing,
manufacturing, and supplying valves and associated equipment for use in the production
of liquefied gases and the various processes that make use of low temperatures.

CRYOGENIC
VALVES

The Definition of Cryogenic is 'as of or relating to low temperature'. Typically Cryogenic
Valves are used on processes involving liquefied gases such as Liquid Nitrogen, Oxygen,
and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG).
Adanac Cryogenic Valves can be found installed and operating in facilities involved in the
storage and transportation of LNG worldwide. Close association with the major industrial
gas producers means Adanac Cryogenic Valves are also being used in Air Separation
Facilities in six of the seven continents.
Adanac's flexibility provides the ability to produce a wide range of extended bonnet and
cryogenic valves on short lead times with the possibility of performance testing at service
temperatures in their own on-site test facilities.
Adanac manufacture forged and cast gate, globe, ball and butterfly valves with extended
bonnets for service temperatures down to -196°C, meeting the requirements of BS6364
and other similar national, international, and user specifications.
Standard Manually Operated, Pneumatically and Electrically Actuated Valves in Low
Temperature Carbon Steel (ASTM A350 LF2, ASTM A352 LCB/LCC) and Austenitic Stainless
steel (ASTM A182 F316-L/F304-L, ASTM A351 CF8M).
Typically ½”(DN15) to 24”(DN600), ANSI Class 150 to Class 2500, PN16 to PN40.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet Forged Gate and Globe Valves Flanged,
Screwed, Socket Weld and Butt Weld End.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet Forged 2-way and 3-way Ball Valves Flanged,
Screwed, Socket Weld and Butt Weld End 1-pce end entry, 2-pce and 3-pce split
body and 1-pce top entry.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet Cast Gate and Globe Valves Flanged and Butt
Weld End.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet Cast 2-way and 3-way Ball Valves Flanged and
Butt Weld End.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet High Performance Double Offset Butterfly
Valves Double Flanged, Wafer and Wafer Lugged Type.
Cryogenic Swing and Piston Type Check Valves in Low Temperature Carbon
steel and Austenitic Stainless steel. Flanged, Screwed Socket Weld and Butt Weld
End.
Adanac's flexible approach to manufacturing allows for valves to be produced
incorporating the user's specific application requirements, such as non-standard bonnet
extension lengths and porting configurations.
Adanac stock the CASH range of Cryogenic Regulators, Back Pressure
Regulators, and Economiser Valves.
Adanac work with Apollo Valves to produce a range of Top Entry
Cryogenic Ball Valves, Fire Safe Tested and Cryogenic Prototype Tested
on short lead-times.
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JACKETED
VALVES

Adanac manufacture most types of valves fitted with Heating Jackets.
Heating jackets are required where the process temperature must be maintained through
the valve in order to keep the process media fluid. In particular, where there is potential
for media to be trapped within a closed valve the heating jacket can be vital in maintaining
the process temperature and preventing the trapped product from solidifying. Adanac
often receive enquiries from users that have not considered this scenario and need to
replace a seized un-heated valve with a jacketed version. Typical industries that use
Jacketed Valves are Chocolate production, Sulphur recovery, Pharmaceutical, and Fertiliser
Products.
Adanac manufacture both partially and fully jacketed valves. Fully jacketed valves can be
Oversize Flanged, Wafer Pattern or Butt Weld type.
Adanac's standard heating jacket is designed for a working pressure of 10barg at a
temperature of 150°C, however Adanac's flexible approach to manufacturing allows for
other operating conditions to be catered for.
Adanac Heating Jackets can be fully welded to the valve where the outer wall of the valve
becomes the inner wall of the heating chamber. Alternatively, valves can be provided with
clamp-on type jackets allowing for easy replacement of the valve without the need to
replace the heating jacket.
Adanac's PED compliant Flexi-Jacket utilises a heat transfer compound which is applied
between the clamp on jacket and the valve body ensuring efficient and maintained
temperature control. Fitted to 3-piece ball valves, the Flexi-Jacket allows for in-line
maintenance of the valve without removing the jacket. The unique design of the FlexiJacket means it can be applied to valves already in service, or can be removed and reinstalled on a replacement valve.
Adanac Heating Jackets are suitable for a variety of heating media including Hot Water,
Steam and Hot Oil. Although the standard jacket connection is threaded, alternative
connections are available to suit the user's particular application including, Socket Weld,
Butt Weld or Flanged. All jackets can be supplied with Jumper hoses if required.
Valve materials include Carbon (ASTM A105, A216 WCB), Low Temperature Carbon Steel
(ASTM A350 LF2, A352 LCB/LCC) and Austenitic Stainless Steel (ASTM A182 F316-L, A351
CF8M). Heating Jacket materials include Carbon Steels (BS EN 10025 S275JR) and
Austenitic Stainless Steel (ASTM A240 316-L).
1/2”(DN15) to 24” (DN600), ANSI Class 150 to Class 2500, PN16 to PN40.
Jacketed Gate, Globe, and Check Valves Flanged, Butt Weld, Screwed and Socket
Weld End.
Jacketed Ball Valves, 1-pce, 2-pce and 3-pce 2-way and 3-way Flanged and Butt
Weld End.
Jacketed Butterfly Valves Wafer, Lugged and Double Flanged Lined, High Performance
Double and Triple Offset.
Flexi-Jacket three sizes available off the shelf to suit most 3 piece ball valves from
½”(DN15) to 2”(DN50).
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Adanac manufacture a range of low cost small bore self closing ball valves. Spring Return
or Self-Closing Valves are used in applications where positive return to the closed position

SPRING RETURN
VALVES

is required following momentary or short periods of operation.
Adanac Spring Return Ball Valves are generally available from stock in sizes ½”(DN15),
¾”(DN20), and 1”(DN25) with female threaded end connections NPT, BSPP, and BSPT Full
Bore in Stainless Steel (ASTM A351 CF8M) with PTFE seats/seals, rated PN69(1000PSI)
suitable for service temperatures -40° to +200°C
In addition to the standard Adanac Spring Return Ball Valve Adanac offer a range of
Spring Return Lever Units capable of fitting to other types of Ball Valves which extends the
range of valves that can be offered to include Socket Weld, Butt Weld, and Flanged. Sizes
generally up to 2”(DN50) and generally up to Class 600.
Although not so common, valves can also be supplied with spring return levers to return
the valve to the fully open position.
In addition to Self-Closing Ball Valves, Adanac also provide Self-Closing or Opening Gate
Valves and Globe Valves. Current range includes ½”(DN15) to 3”(DN80) Class 150 to Class
800, however Adanac's flexible approach to manufacturing allows them to consider any
valve size or type to meet customers' individual requirements.

Pressure Vessels
Adanac have experience in the design and manufacture of Stainless Steel and Carbon

PRESSURE
VESSELS

Steel Pressure vessels. Designs to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII or
PD 5500 meeting the requirements of PED 97/23/EC.
Pressure Vessels and receivers for a variety of fluid storage and transportation applications
are designed, manufactured, and tested at Adanac's fully equipped facility.
The photograph shows a 10 Litre Stainless Steel Pressure Vessel from a range
manufactured for the storage of Nitrogen gas at 62 barg.
Other vessels produced include those for the storage of Propane gas for a special effects
company involved in pyrotechnics.
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STEM
EXTENSIONS

Adanac design and manufacture stem extensions for various applications. Manufactured
in Carbon and Stainless Steel materials to suit the user's requirements in terms of length
and configuration including:
Simple Lagging Extension
Extending the handwheel or lever allowing the valve to be operated through pipe/process
lagging. Standard extension lengths are 65mm, 100mm, and 150mm although Adanac's
flexible approach to manufacturing allows for the design and manufacture of lagging
extensions at non-standard lengths to suit the user's particular requirements.
Tee Bar Lagging Extension
Replacing the existing lever or handwheel with a simple Tee Bar operator to allow the
valve to be functioned through pipe/process lagging. Standard extension lengths are
100mm and 150mm although Adanac's flexible approach to manufacturing allows for the
design and manufacture of lagging extensions at non-standard lengths to suit the user's
particular requirements.
Double Lagging Extension
Extending both the stem and top works of Ball and Butterfly valves allowing for the valve
operator to be fitted outside of pipe/process lagging. This type of extension is suitable for
actuated and gear operated valves. Also valves fitted with accessories including locking
device, switchbox and position indicator.
Double Lagging extensions can be provided sealed to the existing valve top works with a
secondary stem seal at the top. This is suitable for a number of applications, particularly
where there is a risk that leakage from the valve stem seal beneath the pipe/process
lagging may go undetected.
Remote Operation Stem Extensions
Typically longer than the standard lagging type extension, Adanac design and
manufacture stem extensions for applications where direct access to a valve is not
possible. For example where a valve is located below ground, perhaps submerged in a
filled chamber, an Adanac stem extension can be fitted to move the valve operator to a
more accessible position. Remote operation extensions may include universal joints or
bevel gears where the extension has to divert around obstructions between the valve and
its operator.
The Adanac remote operation extension may include a floor stand to support the valve
operator, gearbox, or actuator, and may also incorporate a means of indicating the valve's
position to the operator.
Buried Service Stem Extension
Adanac design and manufacture extensions for valves buried below ground. Fully sealed
to the valve to contain leakage from the stem seal and prevent contamination from in-fill,
and tested as a pressure containing component. Where applicable with valve drain,
bleed/vent, and sealant injection points piped to the top of the extension to allow for
maintenance of the valve from above ground. Extensions can be provided oil filled where
requested, manufactured from corrosion resistant materials or provided with a coating
suitable for the environment.
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ATaCS

ATaCS
Adanac Testing
and Cryogenic
Services

Adanac Testing and
Cryogenic Services

ATaCS combines a number of Adanac's pressure testing techniques and services
alongside Adanac's modification and manufacturing facilities to offer a full range of Valve
Testing to OEMs, Contractors, End Users, and other Manufacturers.
Testing of Gate, Globe, Ball, Butterfly and Check Valves for Cryogenic Service at
temperatures down to -196°C, and elevated temperatures up to +400°C.
Testing of other pressure/process equipment including Strainers/Filters, Safety Relief
Valves, Pressure Regulators, and Solenoid Valves at temperatures down to -196°C and
elevated temperatures up to +400°C.
Cryogenic test specifications include National standards such as BS EN1626 and BS6364,
User specifications including Shell SPE 77/306 and 77/200 and many others.
Fugitive Emissions Prototype/Production Testing standards and specifications include BS
EN 15848 and Shell SPE 77/312.
Hydrostatic and Pneumatic Production Testing to standards including BS EN 12266, API
598, API 6D, and many other user and national standards/specifications.
High Pressure Pneumatic Testing at pressures up to 345barg (5000psi) using Nitrogen,
Argon, Helium, and Helium/Nitrogen mixtures.
Hydrostatic Testing to 750barg (11000psi).
Performance/Endurance Testing.
Prototype testing of finished product or individual components for product development.
The ability to test product at elevated temperatures offers Fugitive Emissions Type Testing
and Pneumatic Testing at temperatures up to 400°C using state of the art electronic heat
monitoring equipment.
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DEGREASING
AND OXYGEN
CLEANING
SERVICES

Adanac's facility includes a Positive Pressure Clean Room for the assembly and test of
valves and valve related products for Oxygen Duty and other critical processes.
Adanac have both solvent and aqueous cleaning processes capable of meeting customer's
specific requirements, and have process control procedures providing the level of
cleanliness required by end users including Air Products, Praxair, and BOC. Procedures are
continuously monitored for effectiveness as part of Adanac's ISO 9001 Quality
Management System.
Following degreasing the cleanliness of parts is checked either by direct visual White Light
and Black Light techniques or sample wipe and solvent analysis methods.
Once the required level of component cleanliness is achieved parts move directly to the
Positive Pressure Clean Room for final assembly and pressure testing before being sealed,
bagged and labelled with positive identification to prevent contamination before required
for installation.
Adanac degrease and prepare valves and components for Oxygen Duty meeting the
requirements of user specifications including Air Products 4WPI-SW70003 Class AA and
BOC 50000810. Also less stringent requirements including BOC 50000634 Commercial
Clean and Air Products 4WPI-SW70002 Class B.
Pressure testing facilities in the Clean Room allow cleaned/degreased valves to undergo
full internal and external leak test following final assembly without compromising
cleanliness. Pneumatic test pressure up to 345barg (5000psi) can be accommodated using
a variety of gases including Nitrogen, Helium, and Nitrogen/Helium mixtures.
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Adanac have been converting standard Gate, Globe, Ball, and Butterfly Valves to extended
bonnet for low temperature and cryogenic duty down to -196°C since 1986.

CRYOGENIC
CONVERSIONS

ATaCS (Adanac Testing and Cryogenic Services) was introduced in 2006. ATaCS
combines the design, modification, preparation, and testing of valves for cryogenic and low
temperature duty.
Working directly for manufacturers, Adanac converts their standard product components
allowing the manufacturer to extend their product profile.
Working with Stockists and Distributers, Adanac converts their standard off the shelf
product allowing them to increase stock movement.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet conversion designs include BS6364:1984 and other user
specifications such as Shell 77/200.
Adanac's PED certification enables compliance with Pressure Equipment Regulations to be
maintained following modification.
Bonnet fabrication welding is performed on-site to Third Party Approved ASME IX welding
procedures by Adanac's qualified welders. Welding procedures have been qualified with
impact testing at -196°C for Austenitic Stainless Steel and -46°C for Low Temperature
Carbon Steel.
Cryogenic Extended Bonnet conversion generally includes for cleaning and degreasing of
valve components with final assembly and pressure testing in Adanac's approved on-site
Clean Room facilities.
ATaCS allows modified valves to be subjected to prototype and production testing at
temperatures down to -196°C in accordance with national standards such as BS6364:1984
Appendix A and user standards such as Shell SPE 77/200 or 77/306.

Fabrication and fitting of heating jackets
Adanac provide a service to valve manufacturers, stockists, and distributers designing,
fabricating, and fitting heating jackets to valves and other pressure equipment including
strainers, filters, flow meters, and sight glasses.

HEATING
JACKET
MODIFICATIONS

Partial Adanac Heating Jackets welded to the outside of the valve body provide direct
heating, because the outer shell of the valve becomes the inner shell of the Heating Jacket.
Clamp-on Adanac Heating Jacket design is a self-contained vessel that fits around the
valve body. The clamp-on Heating Jacket can be removed from the valve allowing for
maintenance or replacement.
Where Full Length heating jackets are required Adanac will modify the standard flanged
valve to either Over-size Flanged or Wafer Pattern allowing the full length of the valve to be
heated without obstructing the end flange.
Heating Jacket materials include Carbon Steel (BS EN 10025 S275JR) and Austenitic
Stainless Steel (ASTM A240 316-L).
Adanac Heating Jackets are suitable for a variety of heating media including Hot Water,
Steam and Oil. They are available with threaded, socket weld, butt weld, or flanged
pressure connections.
Adanac's standard heating jacket is designed to operate at 150°C with a maximum
pressure of 10barg. Higher temperatures and pressures required to meet specific user
requirements can normally be accommodated.
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MODIFICATIONS

Adanac was formed in 1986 to offer modification services to the valve supply industry
with quality manufacture and reliable delivery being the key to our continued growth. Over
nearly 30 years the range of modifications offered has continued to increase to include:
Fugitive Emissions Bonnet Extensions
Reducing plant emissions for safety and environmental reasons is important to most valve
users.
Adanac carry out the modification of Ball, Gate and Globe Valves to provide extra depth
stem gland seal incorporating double gland, lantern ring and vent tapping. This provides
increased integrity sealing reducing leakage to atmosphere, with the facility for early leak
detection on processes where reducing emissions is important.
In addition, the ATaCS facility offers the ability to carry out prototype and production
testing of the modified valve. Providing the user with the added confidence of a
performance test certificate.
Valve Trim Changes
Adanac have the ability to take a standard, off the shelf valve and make changes to the
trim components to suit the user's specific requirements.
Typical trim changes include replacement of stem, disc and seat components in an
alternative material. Also overlay of seating components to provide improved wear and
process resistance.
Materials include Duplex and Super Duplex Stainless Steels, Chrome and Nickel based
alloys, Copper based alloys, and Hard Facing materials such as Stellite 6 and 22.
Ball Valve trim changes include replacement of Ball and Stem components in alternative
materials.
Adanac also offer Surface Coating of valve components such as Electroless Nickel Plating,
Wear Resistant Materials and Passivating.
Soft Seat Conversion
Adanac modify metal seated gate, globe, and check valves to soft seated by the fitting of
inserts into the wedge, disc or seat. Insert materials such PTFE, PCTFE, PEEK, EPDM, and
Viton are held in stock allowing the modification of standard valves on short lead-times.
Ball Valve Seat Changes
Adanac hold stocks of semi-finished rod and tube in a number of materials including
Virgin and Filled PTFEs, PEEK, PCTFE, Devlon, Nylon, and UHMWPE for the manufacture of
ball valve seats in non-standard materials. Adanac has experience in redesigning seats to
suit particular applications.
Gland Packing and Gasket Changes
Adanac hold stocks of gasket materials in finished and semi-finished form allowing them
to respond quickly to requests to change the gasket on valves from the standard material.
Cut sheet and spiral wound bonnet gaskets can be produced and fitted in a matter of days.
Adanac also hold stocks of the common manufacturer's stem packing materials such as
James Walker, Latty, Garlock and Beldham. Our stem packing fitters are approved by
Garlock GB.
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Outside Lever & Weight
Adanac provide assisted closure mechanisms fitted to swing check valves. Extending the
valve spindle through a gland arrangement allows for a number of applications where
greater control of the operation of a swing disc type non-return valve is required. Such as
the addition of:

MODIFICATIONS

A weight to assist closure.
A damper to control the speed of closure.
A locking device to hold the valve open (or closed) when required.
A fusible link to provide closure in case of fire.
Limit switches or proximity sensors for remote monitoring of the valve's position.
End Connection Conversion
Adanac are able to carry out modification of valve end connection to suit the user's
particular requirements.
Changes to flange form such as converting from Raised Face to Ring Joint or Tongue
and groove or vice versa.
Conversion from Female Screwed to Socket Weld End.
Conversion of Butt Weld End valves from one schedule/wall thickness to another.
The addition of standard or special flanges to weld end valves to produce nonstandard face to face dimensions or flange forms.
Conversion of weld end valves to Dairy or Sanitary End connections such as TriClamp, IDF and RJT.
The attachment of pipe stubs to weld end valves.
Screw-Down Non-Return Conversion
Modification of the stem and disc converts a standard globe valve into a Screw-down Nonreturn valve sometimes also known as a Stop and Check Valve.
The globe action allows flow to be shut-off when in the fully closed position and also to
regulate flow through the valve while open.
Locking Devices
Adanac can provide the solution to unauthorized or accidental valve operation.
From simple chain and padlock type locking devices to bespoke locking devices designed
and fabricated in Adanac's workshop facility.
Adanac also offer a fitting service, on-site or at their facility.
Locking devices can be supplied with 'like-keyed' or standard multiple keyed locks to meet
the user's particular site requirements.
Simple two position devices to lock the open and close positions. Adanac also design
devices allowing the valve to be locked in multiple intermediate positions.
Adanac's tagging services can provide suitable valve/key identification.
Interlocks
Adanac design, fabricate, and fit valve interlock solutions. Particularly useful where the
operating sequence of process equipment is critical, Adanac can provide key logic with
single or multiple keys on retain/release functions to control the operation of valves and
other process equipment.
Position Indicators
Adanac provide Quarter-turn and Multi-turn valve position indication devices, designed
and fabricated at our workshop facility.
Simple two position indication to show if the valve is open or closed. Multiple graduated
indicators, particularly useful on multi-turn valves in providing a reference of a valve's
position in relation to process flow conditions.
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WELDING
FABRICATION
AND NDE

Adanac has a fully equipped welding and fabrication department. Comprising 3 welding
stations each equipped with welding generators capable of both GTAW (Tig) and SMAW
(Stick) welding processes. Additional GMAW (Mig) Welding and Plasma Cutting equipment
is available to each of the 3 stations.
The welding areas are equipped with the necessary safety equipment including fume
extraction and visual shields.
Digitally controlled Welding Manipulators and Rotary Tables with capacity up to 30” dia and
150kg.
One station is equipped with a fully programmable welding lathe providing consistency of
welding on large volume orders using a semi-automatic process.
All welding is performed by fully qualified coded welders. Adanac maintain welding
procedure qualifications in a number of material combinations, with or without Post Weld
Heat Treatment, as is generally required by the Petrochemical and other industries.
Adanac holds around 20 different types of filler metal to cater for customer requirements
including Carbon and Stainless Steels, Duplex and Super Duplex Steels, Nickel and Chrome
Alloys, Stellite, and other similar hard facing materials.
Procedure and Welder Qualification is in accordance with ASME IX and with third party
approval by Lloyds Register.
Adanac's welding equipment is further complimented by key fabrication equipment
including small hand rolls, 3” and 5” diameter powered rolls, bending and folding
equipment, hydraulic and hand press equipment.
Typical welding/fabrication work includes:
Attachment of Pipe Stubs or Flanges to Socket or Butt Weld End Valves.
Pipe work Fabrication.
Fabrication of Valve Heating Jackets.
Pressure Vessel Manufacture.
Wear or Corrosion Resistant Overlay.
Valve Stem or Bonnet Extensions.
NDE Services
Adanac is able to offer Non-Destructive Testing Services employing PCN qualified testers
including:
Liquid Penetrant Inspection (LPI/DPI).
Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI).
Radiography (X-ray and Gamma).
Ultrasonic Examination.
Positive Material identification (PMI).
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Adanac offers Painting and finishing services for valves and related product.
Painting and coating – Adanac's specialist paint shop provides both external and

PAINTING AND
FINISHING

internal coatings. Adanac are familiar with most common petrochemical industry
specifications including Conoco Phillips, BP, Exxon Mobil and Shell. Paints manufactured by
Sigma, International Paints and Ameron are generally available from stock. Other
manufacturer's products are also available.
Polishing – Adanac's specialist polishers provide both mechanical and electro polishing
services preparing valves internally and externally for a variety of industry requirements
where surface finish is critical.
Plating services – Adanac offer a variety of plating options including Cadmium and
Nickel plating, Passivating, Zinc plating, Galvanising (both hot dip and hot/cold spray) and
Electroless Nickel Plating.

Tagging and Labelling Services
Adanac has Computer Aided Electronic Engraving equipment and produces metal tags
and labels to meet customer's product identification marking requirements.

TAGGING AND
LABELLING

Adanac's Edward Prior dot marking machine allows the marking of text and simple logos
on pre-cut tags and labels.
Blank tags and labels are accurately produced by either Laser cutting, Water-Jet cutting, or
stamping.
Common information can be screen printed or etched where required allowing the addition
of the customer's individual order/product specific information to be added by dot
marking.
Tags and Labels may be attached to the product by a variety of means including wound
and crimped wire, nylon tie, blind rivet, and spot weld.

MACHINING
SERVICES

Machining Services
Adanac has a comprehensive machine shop, consisting of a wide range of manual lathes,
mills, and drilling machines together with CNC technology, horizontal and vertical borers
and material cutting equipment. Staffed by a team of highly skilled and experienced
engineers, Adanac operate an engineering apprenticeship scheme to give young people
the necessary skills required to work in a busy specialised production machine shop.
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REFURBISHMENT
AND REPAIR
SERVICES

Adanac offer refurbishment and repair of all types of valves and associated equipment.
Utilising comprehensive machining, welding and testing capabilities allows Adanac to
carry out re-engineering of existing pressure equipment and confirm performance with
extensive functional and pressure testing.
Adanac has close association with a number of major valve equipment manufacturers and
are approved by a number manufacturers to carry out repair, refurbishment, and
modification of client's equipment. These include:

NEWAY

Adanac have access to OEM spares, often direct from the manufacturer. Where original
parts are not available their fully equipped machine shop, together with welding and
fabrication facilities, can produce any parts required.
Adanac have invested in valve seat grinding and lapping equipment allowing their
experienced valve technicians to repair or refurbish most valves and valve related
equipment on very short lead-times.
Adanac have a flexible approach to refurbishment.
Collect and Return - Adanac will collect items from the client's site, items having been
removed by the client's own maintenance staff. Items are taken to Adanac's workshop for
examination, refurbishment, and test before being returned to the client's site for their
maintenance staff to reinstall.
Maintained - Adanac handle the entire repair process. Their engineers attend the
client's site to complete a comprehensive survey, remove items for repair, either repair onsite or return the items to Adanac's facility for repair before reinstalling the fully
refurbished, tested and certified equipment to the client's site.
Fully Managed - Adanac produce an asset list identifying individual items, work with the
client to establish a maintenance schedule for each item then visit site to at pre-agreed
times to execute refurbishment.
Or something in between…
Regardless of the type of service, refurbished valves can generally be returned to the 'as
new' condition, including reinstating any external finish.
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Adanac work closely with quality manufacturers of Pneumatic, Hydraulic, and Electric
Actuators to provide users with valve automation solutions. The range of product available
includes:

ACTUATION AND
AUTOMATION

Pneumatic quarter turn, Rack and Pinion, and Scotch Yoke actuators in Aluminium,
Steel, and Stainless Steel.
Manual override gearbox.
Hydraulic Rack and Pinion and Scotch Yoke type actuators.
Electric, Pneumatic and Hydraulic Multi-turn actuators.
-

Electro-pneumatic positioners.
Solenoid Valves.
Switch Boxes/Proximity Sensors.

Adanac design actuator, gearbox, and accessory mounting hardware, typically
manufactured in stainless steel, including:
Standard box section brackets
Fully sealed mounting adapters
Extended height brackets
Including lock-out device when required
Assembled and fully functional tested in Adanac's workshop facilities by our experienced
valve technicians.
Utilizing our comprehensive testing facilities Adanac are able to offer customers a wide
range of functional tests on the valve and actuator assembly including:
FAT (Factory Acceptance Test).
Torque test.
Function at full design and operating conditions including hyperbaric testing.
Operation of valve against full pressure differential.
Multiple cycle test.
Measurement and monitoring of cycle times.
Failure mode function check.
Stall test.
Furthermore, all of the above tests can be performed at temperatures ranging from -196°C
to +400°C
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DESIGN AND
DRAFTING
SERVICES

Adanac's design department has a team of design engineers and draftsman who in
addition to designing Adanac's own products, offer design and drafting services to third
party clients.
Using applications including Autocad® and Mathcad® Adanac's design department
produce full or partial product design to a number of industry sectors. Drafting and
drawing services include parts manufacturing drawings, general assembly and 'as built'
drawings.
The design department have also produced operating, installation and maintenance
instruction documents for clients.
Adanac's designers are familiar with recognised national standards including ASME IX and
PD5500 for pressure vessels as well as valve related pipeline and product design
standards. The design team have a vast library of reference documents and information
available to them.
All design activities are performed within the scope of Adanac's BSI accredited ISO
9001:2008 Quality Management System.
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PED CATEGORY
GRAPHS

CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION FOR GROUP 1 GASES - DANGEROUS (REF. TABLE 6 OF P.E.D)
CLASS

PN
2.5
6
10
16

150
25
40
300
63
100
600
900
1500
2500

DN
25

DN
32

DN
40

DN
50

A
r
t
I
c
l
e

DN
65

DN
80

DN
100

DN
125

DN
150

DN
200

DN
250

DN
300

DN
350

DN
400

Category I

Example:
6” Class 600 Globe Valve
on Oxygen Duty = Category III

3,
Category II

P
a
r
a

Category III

3,

NOTE Exceptionally, valves for unstable gases and falling within Categories I or II must be classified in
Category III
CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION FOR GROUP 2 GASES - NON - DANGEROUS (REF. TABLE 7 OF P.E.D)
CLASS

PN

DN
32

2.5
6
10
16

DN
40

DN
50

DN
65

DN
80

DN
100

DN
125

DN
150

DN
200

DN
250

DN
300

DN
350

DN
400

DN
450

DN
500

DN
550

Category II

Article 3, Para 3 S.E.P.

150

Example:
DN80 PN16 Gate Valve
on Argon Duty = Category I

25
40
300
Category I

63
100

Category II

Category III

600
900
1500
2500

NOTE Exceptionally, valves containing fluids at a temperature greater than 350oC and falling within Category II must be
classified in Category III
CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION FOR GROUP 1 LIQUIDS - DANGEROUS (REF. TABLE 8 OF P.E.D)
CLASS

PN

DN
25

DN
32

DN
40

2.5
6
10
16

DN
50

DN
65

DN
80

DN
100

DN
125

DN
150

DN
200

DN
250

DN
300

DN
350

DN
400

DN
450

DN
500

DN
550

Category I
Article 3, Para 3 S.E.P.

150

Example:
4” Class 300 Ball Valve
on Aviation Fuel Duty = Category II

25
40
300
Category II

63
100
600
900
1500
2500
>500 bar

Category III

NOTE Valves PN2.5 and nominal size greater than DN800 are Category I

CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION FOR GROUP 2 LIQUIDS - NON - DANGEROUS (REF. TABLE 9 OF P.E.D)
CLASS

PN

DN
32

DN
40

DN
50

DN
65

DN
80

DN
100

DN
125

DN
150

DN
200

DN
250

DN
300

DN
350

DN
400

DN
450

DN
500

DN
550

2.5
6
10
16
150
25
40

Example:
DN300 PN10 Wafer Butterfly Valve
on Water Duty = SEP

Article 3, Para 3 S.E.P.

300
63
100
600
900
1500
2500

Category I

Category II
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